
reinforcement learning 
(learning what to do)

“Life is like playing a violin solo in public 
while learning the instrument as one goes on”

Reward Value
Learning

Behavior
Deciding

 ➀  understand challenges of decision-making

 ➁  learn basics of RL framework

 ➂  see applications to moral psychology



in the beginning...



➀ Forage

➁ Steal

➂ Punish

➃ Retaliate

the moral universe (½)
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thief punisher

Θ = p(P|T)

learning + deciding

Expected Value = Reward × Probability

QA = 0
QT = B + C × p(P|T)

p(T) = softmax(Qt)

p(T) =
eQT

ΣeQ

QT - QA 

p(T)



thief punisher

Θ = p(P|T)

p(T) = softmax(QT)

the bayesian solution

QT = - ∫Θ·
QT = B - ∫Θ·C

Θ

p

beta binomial model

so what happens?

allow 
to  

evolve

➀  Punishers evolve punishment
➁  Thieves learn restraint

p(Θ) = NP + α
NP + α + β



thief punisher

Θ = p(P|T)

p(T) = softmax(QT)

QT = 

the bayesian solution

- ∫Θ·
QT = B - ∫Θ·C

Θ

p

beta binomial model

p(Θ) = NP + α
NP + α + β test your intuitions

allow 
to  

evolve

What values would ensure theft?

allow 
to  

evolve

What values would prevent theft?
What values maintain learnability?



thief punisher

Θ = p(P|T)
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➁  Thieves learn restraint



 ➁  a fear of god or  
a taste for justice?

the bayesian solution

 ➀  an awful lot of mental 
accounting to do

PROBLEMS
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Qt ← Qt + α(PE)

R = B - C

history →

w
ei

gh
t

the reinforcement learning solution
prediction error learning
(c.f. rescorla-wagner)

PE = R - Qt
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Reward Value

Learning
➀ Forage

➁ Steal

➂ Punish

➃ Retaliate

Behavior

Deciding
➀ Forage

➁ Steal

➂ Punish

➃ Retaliate

➁ Steal

➂ Punish

Evolution

Reinforcement Learning



Qt ← Qt + α(PE)

R = B - C

history →

w
ei

gh
t

the reinforcement learning solution
prediction error learning
(c.f. rescorla-wagner)

PE = R - Qt-1

thief punisher

allow the reward  
function to evolve

theft / punishment

so what happens?
➀  Resolute punishment (innately rewarding)
➁ Flexible theft (“objective” rewards only)
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Temporal Difference Learning
L = 
R = 
L = 
R = 
L = 
R = 

What should I do?

1.  L L +
2.  L R

3.  R L

4.  R R

-
-
0

Model 
Based 
Reinforcement 
Learning

Model-Free 
Reinforcement Learning

Q(s,a) ← Q(s,a) + α(Rs’ + Q(s’,a’) - Q(s,a) )

Temporal Credit Assignment Problem
Solution: Treat good options like rewards

Q(   ,L) ← Q(  ,L) + ½(Rs + Q(  ,L)  - Q(  ,L))

Q(s,a) ← Q(s,a) + αPE

4
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From Association to Action

Model 
Based 
Reinforcement 
Learning

Model-Free 
Reinforcement Learning

+
0

L = 
R = 

e.g. Dickinson et al 1995



Prediction of value, but no model of outcome

Model 
Based 
Reinforcement 
Learning

Model-Free 
Reinforcement Learning

+
0

L = 
R = 

From Association to Action



Memory: Patient HM

+
0

L = 
R = 



Graphic borrowed from Daw & Shohamy 2008 
For experiments, see e.g. Shultz et al 1996

Neural Mechanisms of Model-Free Learning

Dopamine = prediction 
error signal

Temporal Differences and Human Reward Learning
331

gyrus. No other brain regions showed significant effects
at the selected threshold. Fitted effects in these regions
for each regressor component are plotted in Figure 3B.
It can be seen from the figure that, in the case of inferior
frontal gyrus, the negative ! component is in fact nega-
tive, and indeed this region was also identified in the
test for signed PE responses. The reason that this region
was identified in both analyses is that the contrasts of
(!tUCS positive " !tUCS negative) and (!tUCS positive # !tUCS

negative) are both significantly above baseline. Thus,
the only region showing a truly positive BOLD response
following a negative PE signal is inferior frontal sulcus.

Neuroimaging Results with Learning Rate ! $ 0.7
Signed PE Response, Responding to Both "tCS

and Signed("tUCS)
This analysis revealed effects in the same brain areas
reported above, except that the significance levels of
activations in regions of interest differed. In particular,
responses in left ventral striatum were less significant
than with % $ 0.2 (with a peak z score of 4.02 instead
of 4.25 reported above). On the other hand, left orbito-
frontal cortex and right ventral striatum showed stronger
effects (in left OFC, peak z $ 3.58, and in right striatum,
peak z $ 4.59, respectively). In addition, right orbitofron-
tal cortex now showed significant effects (15, 45, "18;
peak z $ 3.1).
Absolute Valued PE Response, Responding
to Both "tCS and Absolute("tUCS)
No regions showed significant effects in this comparison
for % $ 0.7.

Formal Comparison between Different
Learning RatesFigure 2. Neuroimaging Results
We formally tested for a difference in responses be-(A) Regions of striatum (ventral putamen), showing significant effects

to !tCS masked inclusively by !tUCS at p & 0.001. tween the two learning rates reported in the above analy-
(B) Responses to !tCS and !tUCS in cerebellum (left of figure) and left sis by incorporating both learning rates in the same
orbitofrontal cortex (right of figure), again at p & 0.001. model and performing a linear contrast between them
(C) Illustration of !tCS and !tUCS regressors. On the left of the figure,

(see Experimental Procedures). There were no signifi-the values of !tCS for each CS# trial in the experiment as determined
cant differences between the learning rates in the ventralby the TD learning model with % $ 0.2. The nonzero responses of
striatal or orbitofrontal cortex regions reported above!tUCS for CS#, CS#omit, and CS"unexpreward trials are shown to the right

of the figure. at p & 0.001 uncorrected, although, in a part of left
cerebellum, the slower learning rate was a significantly
better fit ("18, "60, "30; p & 0.001). In an analysis
restricted to voxels that showed significant effects toanalysis), where there is no change in CS responses
the slower learning rate (% $ 0.2) (reported above), aover time.
part of left striatum showed stronger responses to % $A similar pattern of activations was also observed in
0.2 than % $ 0.7, at p & 0.05 uncorrected ("33, 0, "6).striatum and elsewhere when including the additional
No regions that showed effects to the higher learningfour subjects who did not evaluate the glucose as pleas-
rate at p & 0.001 uncorrected were found to respondant at the end of the experiment, except that left orbito-
significantly more to the higher learning rate than thefrontal cortex no longer showed significant effects. A
lower learning rate, even at p & 0.05 uncorrected.direct comparison between TD responses from the nine

subjects who did report the glucose as pleasant and TD
responses from the four subjects who did not revealed Time Course Analysis

We plotted the averaged event-related evoked re-a significantly greater response in left OFC in the nine
subjects who did report the glucose as pleasant (at p & sponses to the different trial types as a function of time.

In Figure 4, the time course of the BOLD signal is shown0.001). However, due to the small number of subjects
in the groups, this analysis lacks power and is thus for each trial type averaged across subjects from ventral

putamen. Also shown are the predicted hemodynamicreported only descriptively.
Absolute Valued PE Response, Responding response functions (HRF) that would result from con-

volving a pair of stick functions representing the putativeto Both "tCS and Absolute("tUCS)
The contrast of !tCS masked by the absolute value of ! signal at the time of the CS and the time of the presen-

tation of the reward (UCS) with a canonical HRF. Plotted!tUCS revealed significant effects in inferior frontal cortex,
right inferior frontal sulcus, and adjoining inferior frontal in Figure 4A is the predicted time course that would



Model-Free Learning

Nucleus Accumbens  
of the Striatum

LeftRight
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Redish, 2004

Olds & Milner 1964

Application: Why is cocaine addictiQe?



Redish, 2004

Application: Why is cocaine addictiQe?

Prediction Error Learning
EatLife



The AQersion to Harm
Wendy Mendes
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Cushman, Gray, Gaffey & Mendes, 2012



Dual Process Morality
Josh Greene


